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ON THE SOLUTION OF THE FUNCTIONAL

EQUATION f°g(z)=F(z), V

BY MITSURU OZAWA

In our previous paper we discussed the transcendental unsolvability of the
functional equation f°g(z)=F(z). In this note we shall extend some results in [4]
to a more general class of functions and make use of the same terminology "trans-
cendental solvability ". Our basic tool is an elegant theorem of Edrei-Fuchs [2].

T H E O R E M 1. Let f(z) be an entire function of the form P(z)eMCz:> with a poly-
nomial Piz). Assume that there exist two constants a, b such that \a\±?\b\, ab^O
and that f(z)=a and f(z) = b have their solutions on p straight lines llt •••, lp, almost
all, any two of which are not parallel with each other. Then f{z) reduces to a
polynomial.

Proof. By Edrei-Fuchs' theorem in [2] f(z) must be of finite order and hence
M(z) must be a polynomial. Denote it by

anz
n-\-an-1z

n~1-\

By a suitable change of variable we have

with new a3. Hence our problem reduces to solve the following equation

(Amzm+

We have asymptotically

Hence the given p straight lines llf •••, lp must be parallel to one of

a r g z = ± - ^ - + ~ τ r , 5=0, •••, » - l ,

respectively. Assume that h is parallel to a radius given by

Reπί/2n.

Then /i can be represented as xo-\-Rexp(iπ/2n) with a real x0. Let
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Xo+iY= log-j^r- +2qπi

with real numbers Xo, Y. Then

Taking the real part, we have

^ ] ) =X0

This implies that ^o^O and hence X0=0. Therefore

d I π r.
log

!

which shows that

The same holds for each l3. By the same procedure we have

This is a contradiction. Therefore M{z) must be a constant.

This theorem suggests the following conjecture: Let f(z) be an entire function.
Assume that there is a sequence {an} such that an—>oo as ^^oo and that almost all
the roots of f(z)=an lie on p straight lines /i, •••, lp, any two of which are not
paralled with each other. Then f(z) reduces to a polynomial of degree at most 2p.

Edrei [1] proved this conjecture, when p—\. By Edrei-Fuchs' theorem in [2]
we can say that f(z) is of finite order.

LEMMA 1. Let f(z) be an entire function of the form P(z)eMCz:> with a polyno-
mial P(z) and a non-constant entire function M(z). If there are p straight lines
/i, •••, lp, any two of which are not parallel with each other, such that almost all
roots of f(z)=a, a^O, lie on h, •••, lp, then P(z) reduces to a constant and M(z)
=a(z—Zo)n+β for some z0 and some positive integer n.

Proof. By the proof of theorem 1 we have

assuming Am^ψ0. Here put

z=ReH/2n.

Assuming αw_2^0 and taking the real part of both sides,
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which implies that

&an-2eCn-2>*ι/2n=0.

Similarly we have

3ta»_2ίΓ
Cn-2>rt/2n=0.

Hence

cos (β+(n—2)π/2ή)= cos(β-(n-2)π/2n)=0,

which is clearly untenable, unless n=2. Here β is an argument of αrw_2. Hence
an-2=0. The same holds for each aJf l^j^n—2. Now we have

zn+m log z(l+θ( ])=(2qπ+yo)i.
\ \ z 11

Taking the real part, we have

which shows a contradiction. Hence Am=0. The same holds for each ΛJf l^j^m.
Thus we have the desired result.

THEOREM 2. Let F(z) be a meromorphic function whose image covers the
Riemann sphere. Assume that oo is a Picard exceptional value of F and almost
all the roots of F(z) = A lie on p straight lines {lj}, any two of which are not parallel
with each other. Then the functional equation f°g(z)=F(z) is not transcendent ally
solvable.

Proof. Evidently we have

) = {w-wλ)
nf*(w\ g(z)

with a polynomial P, entire functions f*(w) and M(z) and a negative integer n.
By the assumption there is at least one solution w2 of f(w)=A. Further g(z)=w2

has solutions lying on {lj} almost all. Since g(z) is transcendental, P(z) must be a
constant by Lemma 1. Then F(z) has the form

with a constant C. This shows that F(z) is an entire function. This contradicts
the assumption.

LEMMA 2. Let f(z) be an entire function of the form P(z)eMCz:> with polynomials
P{z) and M(z). If there are p straight lines lu •••, lp such that almost all roots of
f(z)=a,a*ϊθ, lie on h, •••, lp, then P{z) reduces to a constant unless M(z) is a
constant.
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Proof. By the proof of theorem 1 there are 2n directions along which almost
all ^-points of f(z) lie and they must start from a suitable point z0. Then by
Lemma 1 P(z) must be a constant.

In the sequel pa means the order of G.

THEOREM 3. Let F(z) be a meromorphic function of finite order, whose image
covers the Riemann sphere. Assume that oo is a Picard exceptional value of F and
almost all the zeros of F(z) lie on p straight lines llf •••, lp. Then the functional
equation f°g(z)=F(z) is not transcendentally solvable.

Proof. Firstly we have

(w-w1y
nf*(w) and

with a polynomial P and two entire functions / * and M and a positive integer n.
Hence

By the order finiteness of F(z) we have that the order of

is finite and further f*(w) is transcendental. It is easy to prove that

Pσ=Pf*.g.

Hence

implies that g(z) is an entire function of finite order and f*(w) is an entire function
of order zero. Hence M(z) must be a polynomial. By Lemma 2 we have the
constancy of P{z), which again implies that F(z) must be an entire function. This
is clearly a contradiction.

THEOREM 4. Let F(z) be a meromorphic function whose image covers the
Riemann sphere. Assume that oo is a Picard exceptional value of F and almost all
the zeros of F{z) lie on p straight lines and further the order of N(r; 0, F) is
finite. Then the functional equation f<>g(z)=F(z) is not trans cendentally solvable.

Proof. By a similar consideration as in theorem 3 we have

If /*(«;)=0 has at least two roots w2, ws, we have

N(r; 0,/*og)^m(r, PeM)-O(\ogrm(ry PeM))

by the second fundamental theorem. If f*(w)=0 has only one root w2, we have
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f*(w)=(w—w2)
8eLm

and hence

N(r; 0,f*og)~sm(r, PeM).

In both cases we have

which implies the order ίiniteness of g(z)=W!-{-P(z)eM(z\ As in theorem 3 we have
the desired result.

In the sequel we make use of the notation pf as the hyper-order of /.

THEOREM 5. Let F{z) be a meromorphic function satisfying PF><P. Assume
that 0 is a Picard exceptional value of Fr and almost all the poles of Fr lie on p
straight lines h, •••, lp, any two of which are not parallel with each other and each
of which carries an infinite number of poles of Ff. Further assume that the image
of Ff covers the Riemann sphere. Then the functional equation f°g(z)=F(z) is not
transcendentally solvable.

Proof. Consider the derived functional equation / <>g(z) g'(z)=F'(z). Evidently
f{w) = {w-w1)

nlf{w) and g(z)=w1-\-P(z)eMCz^ with two entire functions /*, M, a
polynomial P and a positive integer n. If f*(w) has an infinite number of zeros
{wjc*}, almost all the solutions of all the equations g(z)=wk*, k=l, 2, •••, lie on the
given p straight lines. Then theorem 1 implies that q(z) must be a polynomial.
Therefore f*(w) has only a finite number of zeros. Hence f*(w)=Q(w)eL<:w:> with
a polynomial Q and an entire function L. This implies that the lower order λf, of
/ * is not less than 1. By Lemma 1 we further have that M(z)=a(z—zo)

n+β and P(z)
is a constant. Here n must be p by the assumption and by the proof of theorem
1 and Lemma 1. Hence pg=p. Now by our earlier result in [3] we have

which contradicts pF><P-

THEOREM 6. Let F(z) be a meromorphic function satisfying pF><0. Assume
that 0 is a Picard exceptional value of Ff and almost all the poles of Fr lie on p
straight lines. Further assume that the image of Fr covers the Riemann sphere.
Then the functional equation f°g(z)=F(z) is not transcendentally solvable.

Proof. Evidently we have f'(w) = (w - w^/f^w) and g{z) = wx + P(z)eM^
=Q(z)eN<iz:> with entire functions /*, M, N, polynomials P, Q and a positive integer n.

We assume, firstly, that f*(w)=0 has an infinite number of roots. By its
representations

(P'+PM')e*=QeN,

which implies that
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P'+PM'=Qe*

for an entire function //. Firstly we shall consider the case that H is not a con-
stant. In this case

S
z QpH_pr

p dz+C,

with constants C and D. Hence

F'=-
f*o(wi+PeM) '

By Pόlya's method

for a constant d> 0<<i<l, and for every positive constant K, and hence

where λg indicates the lower hyper-order of g. By its form and by Pόlya's method
we can easily prove that

Further

T(r, F')=tn(r, UF')+N(r; 0, F')+O(logr)

=nz(r,l/F')+O(logr)

and

r, g)+m(r, eH)+O(\ogr)

r, g)+O(logr).

Hence

r1 g)^T(r, F0+O(logf).

Let Wj*,j=l, 2, •••, be an infinite number of zeros of f*(w). By the second funda-
mental theorem

K+l

1

r, g)-O(logrrn(r, g))

with a negligible exceptional set of r and for an arbitrary large K. Hence

m(r,f*og)-(n+2)m(r, g)^Kfm(rf g)

with a negligible exceptional set of r. Hence
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This contradicts the assumption. Therefore H reduces to a constant. Thus M
must be a polynomial. In this case theorem 1 does work without any assumption
on the situation of p straight lines. Then we can easily conclude that g(z) is a
polynomial. This is clearly untenable.

Now we shall consider the case that f*(w)=0 has only a finite number of roots.
In this case we have

with a polynomial R and an entire function L and hence

pnenMQeN

~ Ro(w1+PeM)-eLoCwi+PeM>'

Let s be the degree of R. Then

T(r, F')^N(r; oo, F')=sm(r, PeM)-\-O(ίogr)=sm(r) g)+O0.ogr).

This implies that

Next we want to prove that for an arbitrary positive K there is a sequence
{rn} (rn—>°° as n—>oo) of r such

, g)

through {rn}. If not, for r^r0 there is a constant Ko such that

Aem< rn'V^Ktfn(r, g).

This implies that

00= lim
log r 7=^ log r

and hence

lim
7-^ log

logr

This contradicts βg<l.
By Pόlya's method
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ΎVΊ(Y f ^ o f l ^ 1θP" A/Γ-e

6

Hence we have

f, g)

through {nj. In this case it is not matter whether H is a constant or not. This
implies that pF>^f*.g- Since Λ/*^l, we, further, have Xf^g^λg^l. We now arrived
at a contradiction.

In the sequel we use the notation

A ,. log log log Γfc F)
Λ^^r n m .
9 τ=^> log r

THEOREM 7. Let Ff(z) be the derived function of a meromorphic function F(z).
Assume that co is a Picard exceptional value of Ff, which has at least one pole,
and almost all the zeros of Fr lie on p straight lines, any two of which are not
parallel with each other. Assume further that either βF><f>Ncr o,F>) or 0<pπcrto,F>),
pF,<oo. Then the functional equation fog(z)=F(z) is not transcendent ally solvable.

Proof. Evidently we have f'(w)=(w—w1)~nf*(w), g{z)=Wi + P(z)eMCz:> with a
polynomial P, two entire functions /*, M and a positive integer n. If f*(w) has at
least one zero w2, g(z)=w2 has its roots on the given p straight lines almost all.
Hence by Lemma 1 P(z) must be a constant and then Ff is reduced to an entire
function, which is clearly a contradiction. Hence f*(w) has no zero. This implies
that

and

In both cases we assumed that

Hence

pNQr;0,P'+PM')

This implies that

peM=oo and

Therefore we have
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and

The latter inequalities imply an absurdity relation

Thus we have the desired result.
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